New Category Naming Convention

We have worked diligently to establish a new naming convention for Categories. Categories are displayed on the Student Profile and can be used as a filter when using Advanced Search. A naming convention has been established to properly categorize this information and display in a more easily digestible fashion.

Naming Convention + Descriptor + (Banner Code)

Ex. Hold: Advisement (Summer Term) (3A_H)

- **Naming Convention**
  - Minor:
  - Athlete:
  - Catalog:
  - Hold:

- **Descriptor**
  - The descriptor will give more information on the category.

- **Banner Code**
  - Banner code for Category

### IMPORTANT:
Some Banner codes are numeric. **This is NOT the number of students within that Category!**

Ex. We do not have 150 Baseball players, 142 bowlers, 130 football players etc…